
7/8/13 (1) 4:34 The more you meet life with joy and happiness, the more it
comes back to you.

6:35 Heart valve checkup for irregular heart rhythm
Doctor found no evidence of the heart beat irregularity.
Palpitations are gone.
Rinsing mouth with magnesium 1 tsp in glass of water
Root exposed.
Gums are fine again and have no pain.

9:33

Migraine medications - 5 million can't take the drugs because
of cardiovascular disease
Most drugs have side effects are cardiovascular.
This is because of magnesium loss.
50% of heart attacks have no warning.

They brought it back with a warning

cardiovascular issues.
14:06 Tachycardia and heart palpitations

Magnesium totally is efficient in helping.
RNA Drops also fortify the heart with the magnetic aspects of
heart function.

15:15
Dad won't drink water; only carbonated drinks.
Can I give him these in soda?

Either too much sugar or aspartame which is poison.
Show Father how metal disintegrates in Coke.

It's a start and perhaps they will accept more changes.
Minerals will not disintegrate in Coke.
You can throw this on some food, and they wouldn't even notice
the minerals being there.

19:12
depression? Stays in bed all the time. Doesn't even keep clean.
She smells bad and has been dirty for months.

Best magnesium for 100% absorption but probably not totally
what's going on.
Get her on the RNA Drops. That's the substance she requires to
get her outside of herself.
She is wrapped inside a horrible bubble she can't get out of.
Is there a line between caring for another person and having a
doctor.
Depression is about trying to forget something; alone inside;
with their worst fear.

Afib diagnosis with irregular irregularity - they put you on
coumadin blood thinner which essentially is rat poison.

Celebrex 30,000 died of heart complications

Triptans have a warning about not being used by those with

Elderly parents on RNA Drops, ReMag, Relyte

It's not going to ruin the ReMag and ReLyte.

ReLyte and ReMag antidote that one Coke.

Can ReMag help 45 year old daughter who has a major

ReMag 4 times a day for 2 weeks.

Keep up with ReMag and begin RNA Drops.



Mothers should relax and allow. Change perception of reality.

She is a powerful creator and can make powerful choices. Use this
mantra about your daughter.

26:45

constipation. You can take them one after the other or both
together.

27:47 Dr. Carolyn's Natural News articles

People call her as an affiliate; they are her customers.
Archives are found at Organized Wisdom. 
Subscribe to Wellness Tips from the Future on my website.
Google my name and the topic -  I've written hundreds of articles.

Muscles are waking up.
When Magnesium Makes Me Worse
Sister taking magnesium; works as a deodorant

36:15
When you get to her profile, underneath her picture, it says, 
"Digital Office" "Health Library"
Jam packed with her amazing work. 

37:58 Another good way to get bacteria and smell off the arm pits is
rubbing a slice of lemon under your arms.
You do want to sweat so that your body stays cool and toxins 
are released.
Depression is not only a physiological but it is an emotional thing.
I'm a counselor and see this as repressed anger.
They need talk therapy about their relationship.
It's not depression; it's a control issue, according to caller.
SSRI drugs cause they cause agitation until the point of psychosis,
suicidal, and homicidal behavior. Were not intended to be used
as they are. Used to be in the Physician's Desk Reference.
Dr. Carolyn responded that these drugs have fluoride in them and
it knocks out magnesium. Magnesium is necessary.

44:58 I'm not feeling much from RNA Drops
4 drops/2 times a day for 4 days

1 or 2 drops once a day and adding a drop a week to
go slowly as the transformation occurs.
It might be pushing it too much.

46:52
Both are RNA Drops.
It's a difference in bottle size.

47:57 Mental Illness
Psychotropics - wean off and detox?

Play iON recordings 24/7 until she improves.

Use Oxy Powder, oxygen based cleanser. It contains elemental
magnesium. Will this interfere with ReMag?
It's one of those magnesium oxides which is a detoxifier for

Ginney does the Wednesday Show on Achieve Radio

RBC Magnesium Test - requestatest.com

my.organizedwisdom.com/dean/

Have chronic Lymes infection.

Could you explain the difference between ReBob and RNA Drops

Don't recommend you stop your meds until you start feeling



better.
Safe natural interventions can be taken while you are taking drugs.
They will allow you to require less drugs, when nutrients are

You'll not feel that you require medications.
Go to your doctor when you want to ween off medications.
Most cannot be done abruptly.
Realize RNA Drops are not medicine; it's a food.
All the products are food products not medicines.

53:03 Elderly Parents Question
Do you ask for permission to save their lives?
It's just food. 
Do what you want to do.

provided and ReAline helps detox the body.

Radio Free iON on achieveradio.com
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